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CONSTRUCTION HIGHLIGHTS: JUNE 
 

For the OAA Headquarters Renew + Refresh (R+R) Project, this summer’s work plan
includes the geothermal excavation (see story below) and the HVAC rework. 

 

GROUND SOURCE EXCHANGE SYSTEM – BREAKING NEW GROUND

http://www.oaa.on.ca/professional%20resources/sustainable%20design/OAA%20HQ%20Refresh%20and%20Renovation%20Project


 
The drilling for the geothermal system began in mid-April. This was completed by mid-
May, with excavation completed in June. For a full story on the ground source exchange
system for the OAA HQ, click here.
 
See video coverage of the drilling here. 

 
ART PROGRAM CONSULTATION BEGINS

 
Congratulations to the team of Carlyle Design Associates and Catherine Williams Fine Art
Consultants Inc., which has been awarded the contract to explore options for establishing
a purposeful collection of artwork and/or architectural artifacts for display in the renovated
building. This summer, the consultants have begun their research and assessment of the
current archive of OAA art and artifacts from 111 Moatfield. They will be working with the
Art Program Sub-Committee in preparation of the final report, scheduled to be presented
to Council at the November meeting.
 

BUILDINGS EVOLVE – THE OAA HEADQUARTERS IS NO EXCEPTION
A personal look at the original construction of 111 Moatfield

 
With the OAA Headquarter’s retrofit project underway, we thought we’d take a look back at
the building’s original construction. Architect Ruth Cawker and OAA Building Committee
member Jamie Wright both contributed their personal accounts, along with a number of
individuals who were interviewed 25 years ago. Be sure to read this reflection of the
building as we embark on its renewal.

FOLLOW THE COVERAGE
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Watch for upcoming coverage of the OAA HQ R+R in Daily Commercial News. Media
coverage, video and images will also be available on the OAA HQ R+R webpages.

 

For more information about the OAA Headquarters’ Renew + Refresh project, click here.
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